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At our first sally into the intellectual world, we all march together along one
straight and open road; but as we proceed further, and wider prospects open
to our view, every eye fixes upon a different scene; we divide into various paths,
and, as we move forward, are still at a greater distance from each other.

Samuel Johnson
The Adventurer, 1753



1. The tools you use to find what you 
want



Tools to find what you want



The tools you use to find what you want?

Everyone uses Google and Google Scholar

Different patterns of use related as much to 
the kinds of services that are available in 
different disciplines as to differences in 
modes of research



2. Using libraries
‘A man will turn over half a library to make one book’



Using libraries



Using libraries



Using libraries: the US



Using libraries?
researchers across all disciplines using the 
physical library less and less

humanities use of texts as research objects
but Google Books, Hathi Trust, ECCO, EEBO…….???

all disciplines tend to have traditional view of 
role of libraries and librarians

scientists especially sceptical about role of 
library subject specialists



3. Using e-journals



Using e-journals
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Using e-journals: the US



Using e-journals?
print survives as a comfort blanket

some real barriers to e-only, but they are diminishing

significant differences between science
levels of concentration

age of articles and JIF 

use of abstracts and of gateways

but differences between institutions just as 
significant



4. Doing research: life sciences



Doing research: life sciences?
the process differs even in apparently similar 
areas of work, and also between teams………

big science and small science
“primary research engagements tend to be local”

divisions of expertise, labour and 
information exchange

principal investigator/leader, senior researchers/lecturers, 
associates, computational specialists, postdocs, PhDs, 
technicians………



Doing research: humanities



Doing research: humanities



Doing research: humanities



Doing research: humanities?
working with texts and images, in print, manuscript 
and digital forms

ease and speed of access to digital resources

working with new tools and technologies
but little sign of use of advanced tools such as text-mining, grid 
computing, or semantic web

‘digital humanities’ or engaging with digital tools 
and approaches?
growth of collaborative research
developing and sustaining the intellectual 
infrastructure



5. Dealing with data
Forms and varieties of data

observational (astronomy, environmental science, climatology, 
neuroscience……..) 
surveillance and monitoring (epidemiology, civil engineering, 
mechanical engineering, clinical……….)
experimental (physics, chemistry, biology, medicine, 
engineering…….)
surveys, demographics and cohort studies (social sciences, 
epidemiology…….)
sequences and micro arrays (genomics)
scans and images (humanities, crystallography, neuroscience….) 
qualitative (social sciences, clinical………)
texts (humanities……..)
audio and multimedia (social sciences, humanities………)



Dealing with data
processing, analysing and adding value

models and simulations 

standardised formats

protocols, scripts and SOPs

ontologies and taxonomies

statistical analyses 

software tools and code

editing and annotation

metadata



Dealing with data
open publishing

genomics, crystallography, astronomy (after 12 months)……

reluctance to publish and/or the desire for 
control

chemistry, clinical, engineering

differences between small and large datasets
development of the intellectual infrastructure

real differences in cultures
career rewards the key 



Dealing with data?
not all data are the same, or have the same value

terminology of raw, intermediate, derived and results data doesn’t 
begin to capture the complexity
how data are processed and analysed varies too
significant variations in cultures for openness
distinguish between data needed for validation and data that may
have value for re-use

importance of ‘infrastructuring’ in some disciplines
and variations in the value attached to it

implications for library and information services, 
universities and funders, and publishers

generic information skills will get you only so far (not very far) in 
supporting researchers
importance of domain expertise



6. Social media



Social media: blogging



Social media



Social media?
relatively low take-up as yet across all 
disciplines 

but real interest in potential 

discipline-specific services don’t generate the critical mass 
to bring obvious benefits

only real outlier is computer science…..



7. Publishing



Publishing
Figure 3 Importance of peer reviewed journals 
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Publishing
Figure 9 Importance of conference presentations/posters 
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Publishing?
the increasing dominance of journal articles

clearly associated with performance 
management/assessment and bibliometrics

conference proceedings in engineering etc

monographs and chapters in humanities and 
social sciences

differences between what researchers regard 
as important, how they publish in fact, and 
what they submit for assessment.



Referencing 



Referencing



Referencing



Referencing?
the number of references included in an 
article differs significantly by subject

the number of sources from which those 
references are drawn vary too

our evidence does not support the claim that 
the digital revolution – and easier access to 
articles – has brought a narrowing in the 
range of sources that researchers cite



Some conclusions?
disciplinary cultures remain strong
but

behaviours driven in large part by the services available
Google omnipresent
scholarly journal articles increasingly dominant (for how long?)

significant differences within disciplines, and between 
universities
research institutions
teams
individuals

cultures and behaviours are changing
but

only a limited number of services are being taken up, and only those that are easy to 
use and offer clear benefits
little sign of homogenisation

training and support remain big issues
and they require domain expertise as well as technical expertise



A final thought….
every man, accustomed from time to time to take a survey of his own 
notions, will by a slight retrospection be able to discover, that his 
mind has suffered many revolutions; that the same things have in the 
several parts of his life been condemned and approved, pursued and 
shunned
Samuel Johnson
The Adventurer, 1753



Thank you

Questions or comments?

Michael Jubb
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